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 by Connoisseur 4 The Cure   

Vedge 

"Vegan Food and Curated Cocktails"

Located on the Locust Street in Washington Square, Vedge has a lot to

offer for vegetarians and vegans in the city. The kitchen, headed by Chef

Katie Jacoby uses the freshest ingredients natural available; making

everything on the menu free of any kind of animal products and is

gloriously tasty. Apart from delicious dishes like the sweet potato pate

and brussels sprouts, they also offer a range of all vegan desserts like

cheesecakes which are just about awesome. You can complement your

gorgeous healthy meal with one of they stellar curated cocktails like Jolly

Ginger Jammer.

 +1 215 320 7500  vedgerestaurant.com/  info@vedgerestaurant.com  1221 Locust Street,

Philadelphia PA

 by nosha   

HipCityVeg-Rittenhouse 

"Fresh Vegan Fare"

Located a two minute walk from the famous Rittenhouse Square, and

within easy access to several places of interest in the heart of

Philadelphia, HipCityVeg serves up a delicious selection of healthy vegan

fare. It's fast food with a healthy spin, offering Burgers, sandwiches, wraps

and salads. One drink of their famous Groothie is so healthy that you'll

probably have a halo round your head for the rest of the day. Kids and

adults alike will love their natural sodas for a fun, healthy alternative to

commercial 'pop'. For tasty vegetarian food, and a pleasant break from the

usual meaty burger, drop in to HipCityVeg, or give them a call.

 +1 215 278 7605  hipcityveg.com  127 South 18th Street, Philadelphia PA

 by neil conway   

Harmony Vegetarian Restaurant 

"Chinese Vegetarian"

Another one of Philadelphia's excellent vegetarian/kosher Chinese

restaurants, this small, often crowded, sit-down offers more of the same

vegetarian fare as its competitors. The steamed Vegetable Dumplings are

excellent, as are the Steak Cube Hunan Style and sizzling Beek with black

bean sauce. Mock seafood and poultry are also featured on this well-

balanced, large menu. Most tables seat up to four allowing intimacy for a

gathering of friends or just you and a date.

 +1 215 627 4520  135 North 9th Street, Philadelphia PA
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 by OiMax   

Grindcore House 

"Rejoice All Vegans!"

At Grindcore House you will find some of the best breakfast, lunch as well

as dinner specials. The cafe is very popular because of their unique

offering of vegan, vegetarian and organic dishes and hence enjoys a loyal

patronage. They offer a plethora of non-dairy creamers and their

sandwiches and pastries are made without meat, eggs or milk. Here,

creativity oozes from their decor and settles only on your plate. A perfect

spot to pick up a sandwich to go but also ideal for a sit-down lunch with

friends and family, Grindcore House is a heaven for those with dietary

preferences.

 +1 215 839 3333  www.grindcorehouse.com/  1515 South 4th Street, Philadelphia PA

 by geishaboy500   

Miss Rachel's Pantry 

"Engaging Community Style Meal"

Miss Rachel's Pantry offers diner's a wonderful atmosphere of warmth,

great food and hospitality in this tiny, limited seating community style

space. With once a week set-price dinners, you'll have the chance to

appreciate a beautifully executed meal in a convivial atmosphere, and

have a sociable meal at the communal style table for twelve. Since there is

such limited seating at this little establishment, do book ahead. Each meal

comprises of four courses and serves up a wonderful variety of creatively

hand-crafted vegan fare. For details on their daily changing menu, please

visit the website.

 +1 215 798 0053  www.missrachelspantry.c

om/

 eat@missrachelspantry.co

m

 1732 West Passyunk Avenue,

Philadelphia PA

 by spinster cardigan   

East Eden Vegan Catering 

"Holistic Eating"

East Eden Vegan Catering takes its name very seriously and serves only

and only 100 percent vegan food. None of their dishes contain animal

products, artificial preservatives, additives or anything unnatural.

Everything that comes at your table at East Eden Vegan Catering is made

from fresh ingredients with utmost attention to authenticity, and this is

what makes East Eden stand apart. Everything from soul food to dessert

has a wonderful vegan approach of preparation. The place is always

buzzing with patrons, though it is not open late nights, they still put up

events like open mics, wine tasting and live music for the pleasure of their

patrons. Whether new at vegan lifestyle or a pro at it, you will love East

Eden Vegan Catering!

 +1 215 821 6605  EastEdenCatering@yahoo.com  5600 Germantown Avenue,

Philadelphia PA
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